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Abstract
Extraction of hidden image information is a latent research area. A
significant work has been done towards encoding and decoding of
information in an image, but to dig out the actual lost information due
to defects caused by over layering of materials like ink, dust, whitener,
paints, pasted paper etc is still a gray area. We propose a new image
scanning technique based on sensing of light passed through the
subject images instead of the conventional image scanning i.e. based
on sensing of reflected light from their surface. After processing the
images acquired by proposed scanning technique, the obtained results
shows its efficacy in terms of the ability to bring out hidden
information and objects. Although this scheme is applicable for
physically available images only but it may evolve in several useful
industrial as well as civil applications.
Keywords: Image processing; extraction; hidden information; image
scanning; acquisition set-up.

1. Introduction
The important contents of image may be hidden or lost by intentional or unintentional
reasons. Intentional information hiding means encoding of an image where as
unintentional loss of image information is due to presence of defects on it. Images may
be defected because of two main reasons i.e. either due to over layering of material,
(additive defects) resulting in hiding of image information or due to removal of
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substance from their surface e.g. scratches and resulting in loss of image information.
Watermarking (Potdar et al, 2005) (Le et al, 2010), encryption (Patel and Bilani, 2011)
and Stenography (Cheddad et al, 2010) are well known data embedding or encoding
techniques. Image forensic techniques (Redi et al, 2011) are also available. All the
above mentioned techniques uses pattern recognition techniques (Swaminathan et al,
2008) w.r.t models available in database to recover image data.
In case of defected image, the first step is to locate the defected pixels. Different
defect detection approaches (Bruni et al) (Song et al, 1996) are experimented. Many
image in painting techniques (Ravi et al, 2013) are also available to restore the
defected portions of image for both type additive as well as scratch defects (Bruni and
Vitulano, 2004). The lost or damaged image portion is recovered by using its
surrounding undamaged information.
The additive defects i.e. by over layering of materials like ink, dust, whitener,
paints, pasted paper etc may hide some of the unique and important image objects.
Unique object means the object which is not present at any other portion of image and
the probability of recovering such lost image objects during in painting is very low. To
extract such hidden objects to retrieve the originality of images during in painting is
still a gray and latent research area.
In this paper we have presented a technique to extract the hidden or lost image
information with the help of new scanning approach and showed its efficacy. Though,
this scheme is applicable for physically available images only but may evolve in
several useful applications in textile industry, document investigations, defect
detection, image in-painting etc. This paper is organized in five parts i.e. introduction,
proposed image scanning technique, procedure for hidden information extraction,
results and contributions and conclusion.

2. Proposed Image Scanning Technique
In conventional image scanning techniques (Valtsavias et al, 1994), the reflected light
from the image surface is sensed by the focal plane array (sensors) of image
acquisition device and the luminous intensity of acquired image varies according to the
colors & homogeneity of image surface.
In the proposed technique, the light is passed through the subject image and then
sensed for image acquisition. In this case, the image thickness variation plays major
role for luminous intensity variation of captured image. Based on this idea, we have
prepared a scanning and image acquisition set-up as shown in fig.1. This apparatus
consist of a white colored 5w bulb as light source, wooden box, a transparent glass to
hold the subject image and 5 mega pixel Sony cameras as image capturing device.
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Figure 1: Proposed image scanning & acquisition set-up.

3. Procedure for Hidden Information Extraction
The complete procedure has three steps- I) image scanning and acquisition by
proposed set-up, II) image analysis and processing and III) identification of hidden
objects. During image scanning and acquisition, Camera flash & room light were kept
OFF and light source i.e. white colored bulb was kept ON. The Scanning was done in
dark night and open space to minimize the effect of reflection. The procedure is
illustrated in fig.2.

Figure 2: Hidden information extraction procedure.
The image processing is done in luminous intensity region using MATLAB 7.0
with input image acquired by proposed scanning set-up and output image with hidden
objects only. The basic used image processing algorithm is given belowStep1. Color to HSI conversion
Step2. Gaussian Low Pass filtering to remove noise
Step3. Binary conversion
Step4. Object segmentation
Step5. Output image with hidden image information
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4. Results and Contributions
The obtained results are in justification with Beer-Lambert law. The hidden
information beneath the additive defects makes the image thickness almost double at
these locations while the lost image information due to removal of material from their
surface (scratch defects) makes the image thickness almost half at these locations. This
results in very less or very high luminous intensity in case of additive defects and
scratch defects respectively, if these images are acquired by the proposed scanning
technique. The intensity values of image at defected portions become differentiable as
compared to the rest of image. We have taken various input images with intentionally
hiding some information using whitener, ink-spray, over printing and paper pasting.
The results obtained are very encouraging and discussed below4.1 Extraction of Hidden Information
The input image of fig.3 is an old photograph having some scratches over it. The input
image of fig.4 is created by applying whitener over the actual image . The input image
of fig.5 is generated by printing alphabets on same colored back ground and then
pasting of plain white paper sheet over the printed sheet. The hidden information
beneath the defects is beyond visibility in these input images as shown in fig.3a and
fig.4a. The images of fig.3b, fig.4b , fig.5a and fig.5b are the corresponding images
acquired by using the proposed scanning and acquisition technique. The hidden
information now becomes visible in these images.
As per our expectation, the image locations having hidden information are shifted
at lower side of gray levels histograms of image acquired by proposed technique. The
reason is, more thickness at locations of hidden information due to additive defects as
compared to remaining portion of image, for passing of light through them. The hidden
objects are then extracted by processing further these images. The threshold value for
binary conversion is selected as first effective valley point at lower side of histograms
as shown in fig.4(c) and fig.5 (c). The actual chromatic information is still missing.

Figure 3: Input image is an old photograph. a) Image scanned with conventional
scanning. b) Image scanned with proposed scanning.
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Figure 4: Input image is a data sheet having alphabets hidden with whitener. a)
Conventionally scanned image. b) Image with proposed scanning. c) Histogram of
fig.4a and 4b. d) processed image with hidden objects.

Figure 5: Input image is a data sheet with alphabets print on similar color back ground
and also pasted with a plane sheet of paper a) and b) Image with proposed scanning c)
and d) processed images with hidden objects. e) Histogram of fig.4a and 4b.
Investigation about objects having very low contrast with background.
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The contrast of image acquired by proposed scanning is very good as compare to
that of with conventional scanning. Even the defect objects which are not physically
distinguishable become visible with good contrast. It is shown that the scratches in
image with conventional scanning shown in fig.6a, is not identifiable where as in
image with proposed scanning shown in fig.6b, it becomes clearly visible. This
outcome is not possible with the help of available contrast enhancement approaches.
As expected these scratches locations also shifts at higher side of histogram as
shown with marked threshold in fig.6c. In case of additive defect also, the object of
low contrast with background also becomes distinguishable and are shifted at lower
side of histogram as shown in fig.7.

Figure 6: Input image is a scratched image a)image with conventional scanning. b)
image with proposed scanning. c)Histograms of images of fig.6a and 6b.
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Figure 7: Input is an image with additive defect objects similar to background a)
image with conventional scanning. b) Image with proposed scanning. c)
Histograms of images of fig.7a and 7b.
4.2 Difference Image
An input images is prepared by applying different colors on actual physically available
images. it as shown in fig.8a. As expected outcome, in the difference image of the
images scanned by proposed technique and by conventional technique, only the image
locations with added colors remains highlighted after thresholding. The of difference
image histogram in fig.8d also reflect only two portions i.e. one portion with very low
intensity and other with high intensity. In image forensic, it may help to identify the
tempered image portions easily.

Figure 8: Input image is an Image defected with layering of different colors. a) Image
scanned by conventional method. b) Image scanned by proposed method. c) Difference
Image after intensity thresholding. d) Difference image histogram.
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5. Conclusion
The obtained results are satisfactory and encouraging. The proposed scanning scheme
is able to dig out the hidden information beyond visibility. It will be helpful in image
in-painting towards originality. The enhanced contrast of scanned image may also be
very helpful for image forensic. Even the objects with similar backgrounds are also
identifiable which is difficult otherwise. We are developing engineering prototype of
proposed scanning technique for better results and exploring it towards very useful
industrial as well as civil applications. Presently it has a limitation for non light
transmitting images. In future, work to overcome this limitation using the light source
in IR (Cubero et al, 2011) and x-ray region may also be explored.
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